Introduction
	It is a sunny morning in July, and the day is already starting to heat up. I stand up to rest from stooping to look for tomatoes, and a breeze flutters by. Then I hear it--a low sound, at first, then gaining strength-the sound of strong voices singing in unison spills out from St. Peter's and rolls across the verdant landscape.
	This was the beginning of my study, when I --an eastern, urban Protestant--moved to the heart of a sacred landscape which is midwestern, rural, and Catholic I did not at first realize that it was a sacred landscape, and spent many interesting years working with teams of architecture students to measure early farm layouts, old barns, and houses, reasoning that farming must be the essential core of this culture and therefore the farm its most important material culture expression. People were helpful and kind, but puzzled about why I was interested in these old buildings. I began to learn about local history from my neighbors and friends, and became interested in the unusual local settlement patterns. 'hose old Germans,' people would say, 'they were really tough' or 'they knew how to build.' I attended weddings and first communion services at St. Peter's, then a meeting at St. Cedilla's, a wedding at St. Joseph's, and a Christmas celebration at St. Anthony's.
	And one day, as I have said, on a hot July morning when the windows and doors at St. Peter's were flung open, I heard the singing as I had many times before, and realized that St. Peter, Indiana was in the heart of a sacred
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landscape and that it was not the farm which was its essential material culture expression, but the Catholic parish village.
Goals of the Project
	The first goal of this project is to document the rural Catholic parish village as a settlement type in its southeastern Indiana context. A settlement type not often written about and certainly little understood, the rural parish village is a dominant settlement type in this small, geographically-limited area. My aim is to document what I have come to think of as a sacred landscape, by which I mean simply a landscape shaped by religious affiliation and in which religious outlook or ethos, religious-centered activities such as attending mass or working at a church festival, and a quiet religious assurance have always been the central feature of community life. This kind of community is quite rare in the United States, and I would like to explore some of the factors which led to its becoming the kind of place that it is.
	My second objective is to examine sixteen rural Catholic parish villages within a study area in southeastern Indiana, as a group, to see whether their features are similar enough to constitute a folk art type. As a subset of this parish village study, I will then focus on the churches in particular, searching for the mental construct that supports the type, and also for the ways in which the type accomodates variation.
	To the best of my knowledge, scholars have not yet addressed the possibility of parish village or church types, although other settlement types, as well as other building types, have been studied for decades.
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Methods
	In Chapter One, "Landscape and Settlement: Regional Patterns," I document in some detail a wide range of geographical and cultural features within a small region of southeastern Indiana, eighteen by twenty-eight miles. In this chapter, St. Peter serves as the 'sample' or 'representative' parish. Most of the specific examples and details come from within a smaller five by seven mile area which approximates the geographic reach of St. Peter's parish_ I made the decision to analyze the settlement context of a single parish village in detail, rather than to offer a mixture of examples from various parish villages, because I thought it would present a more complete and coherent case study.
The premise that St. Peter might reasonably stand for the other parish villages is based on ten years' residency in the region, frequent back roads drives, and casual conversations with local people. The actual features documented rest on a base composed of a Kniffen-style drive-by survey which I conducted, with student assistants, in 1992 and 1993. Many informal interviews, a few which were recorded and transcribed, enrich and extend the survey's findings. Parish histories, County atlases and maps, and census data were used, and--perhaps most unusual as a source-historic photographs are also included.
	In order to examine the evolution of the parish village, I once again used the parish of St. Peter as an example. Chapter Two, "Patterns in Time: The Parish Village," traces the design and building of St. Peter's parish over time. Here, the parish history, interviews with residents, and early photographs all play a part.
	In Chapter Three, "Patterns in Space: Parish Villages in the Landscape," I extend the analysis of St. Peter parish to the designs of a selected
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group from among the sixteen parish villages. This group was selected for variety, in order to represent accurately the range of designs within the entire collective of sixteen. I first analyze the parish village designs, then the parish church designs, to see whether types may emerge. The design features are illustrated by a combination of historical data-maps from the Atlas of Franklin County, 1872 and photographs from circa 1900-combined with present-day photographs and descriptions.

Present State of Scholarship Relative to this Topic
	Although the type has long been a key concept in Folklore research, it was Fred Kniffen, a cultural geographer, who most rigorously applied the concept to material culture.1 A type is a taxonomic device created by the researcher to select classes of artifacts having some, though not all, of the same features in common. With field experience and a sufficient pool of examples, the researcher eventually recognizes which features are essential to the type and which features are not, creating a class which may be compared with related classes to make meaningful distinctions. Artists in traditional cultures design within traditional types, finding ways to 'play' within the rules of the type, and further adding their own personal touches in subtle ways, through craft and skillful manipulation of materials.
	With the concept of type goes the concept of regional distribution of culture. In "Folk Housing: Key to Diffusion," Kniffen illustrated the movement of cultural traits across the eastern United States before 1850, using folk house types as 'markers.' Whether looking at small scale sub-
_________________
1 Fred Kniffen, "Louisiana House Types," Annals of the Association of
American Geographers, Vol. 26, No. 4 (1936),179-193.
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regions in Louisiana or vast regions encompassing several states, Kniffen found that traditional cultures are distributed spatially and may be identified by a few skilfully-identified types, including settlement and building types.
	Evidence of Glassie's long and fruitful friendship with Kniffen is found in much of his scholarly writing. In Pattern in the Material Folk Culture of the Eastern United States 2, for example, Glassie illustrates the range of material cultural artifacts which were regionally specific, including fences, barns, outbuildings, musical instruments, baskets, and boats, to name a few. On a more theoretical level, Glassie's structuralist exploration of house types in a small rural Virginia community illustrated for the first time the kind of mental process through which folk designers may design and build.3 Glassie generated a series of related house types and sub-types which accounted for nearly all the houses in the study area. Readers could examine the various types, then compare those abstract models with photographs and drawings of the houses themselves, to see the great variety within each seemingly restrictive type. Closely related to this work, Glassie's "Variation and Tradition: Barn-Building in Otsego County, New York4" describes and illustrates in detail a range of barn types and sub-types in a small rural region of upstate New York; a series of diagrams indicate the generative relationships among the types.
	Extending Kniffen's idea of 'reading' the landscape to delineate regions, many scholars of American landscape have written about settlement
_______________________
2 Henry Glassie, Pattern in the Material Folk Culture of the Eastern United States (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1968).
3 Glassie, Folk Housing In Middle Virginia: A Structural Analysis of Historic Artifacts (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1976.).
4 Glassie, "Variation and Tradition: Barn Building in Otsego County, New York," in H. J. Walker and W. G. Hang, eds. Man and Cultural Heritage: Papers to Honor of Fred B. Kniffen. ( Baton Rouge: Geoscience and Man, 1974),177-23S.
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types in more descriptive than scientific terms. John Fraser Hart, in The Look of the Land5 is quite eloquent on settlement patterns, and I have relied on Stilgoe's Common Landscape of America, 1580 to 18456 for information about the various regional settlement types which may be present in my southeastern Indiana study area. Another writer whose insight into issues of American landscape has expanded the way we think about such cultural puzzles as lawns and lawn-ornaments, garages and parking lots, is J. B. Jackson. His work is, I believe, especially important because it explores the ordinary landscape, not merely the picturesque and elite.
	Turning to scholars who have studied the influence of religion and other cultural features on national settlement patterns, Wilbur Zelinsky's ground-breaking work, particularly The Cultural Geography of the United States7 must be cited. An earlier work, Zelinsky's "An Approach to the Religious Geography of the United States,8" remains the most complete examination of religious affiliations as spatially-distributed patterns in the United States. Zelinsky calls for studies which examine religion’s impact on the American landscape and, especially at the ways that it has interacted with other cultural factors in giving different regional identities to the land and people. It was in Zelinsky's "Approach to Religious Geography in the United States" that I first encountered a proposition the truth of which my residency
______________________
5 John Fraser Hart, The Look of the Land (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1975).
6 John Stilgoe, Common Landscape of America, 1580 to 1845 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982).
7 Wilbur Zelinsky, The Cultural Geography of the United States.
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1973).
8 Zelinsky, "An Approach to the Religious Geography of the United States: Patterns of church Membership in 1952" Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 51, No. 2 (June 1961),139-167.
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in St. Peter has served to reinforce: that urban-rural contrasts transcend those of American regions, and represent our strongest national divide.
	I found David Sopher's Geography of Religions9 to be extremely helpful, especially Chapter Three, 'Religion and the Land' and Chapter Four, 'The Religious Organization of Space.' Because this work uses examples from various religions in many parts of the world, it offers an excellent introduction to the range of possible ways through which a people's religious beliefs and practices can influence the way they shape their world. Many of Sopher's examples of this phenomenon, including settlement forms, buildings, place names, shrines, and processions are found in the Indiana study area. D. W. Meinig's article on the Mormon culture region should also be mentioned here because, despite many differences, the German-American Catholics in southeastern Indiana, like the Mormons, saw themselves almost as a separate state, managing all local affairs without assistance from government or other non-Catholic entities.10
	The enormous body of research on Pennsylvania Germans, including some fine work by Don Yoder, is probably the oldest and most comprehensive archive on the culture of a religiously and ethnically distinct group in an American small region. However, that research focuses on an earlier period of migration and settlement In the 1970s, studies which examined specific small regions shaped by both German ethnicity and the religious faith of their nineteenth-century founders include Gilbert J. Jordan's Yesterday in the Texas
___________________
9 David Sopher, Geography of Religions (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1967.
10 D. W. Meinig, "The Mormon Culture Region: Strategies and Patterns in the Geography of the American West, 1847-1964," Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 55, No. 2 (June 1965),191-220.
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Hill Country11 and German Texans: A Bilingual Collection of Traditional Materials12, as well as numerous works by his son, Terry Jordan.13
	Two excellent small-region studies from Missouri were published in the 1970s, as well, Russel Gerlach's Immigrants in the Ozarks: A Study in Ethnic Geography14 focusing on distinctive settlement patterns within a variety of ethnic enclaves, but primarily German, and Charles van Ravenswaay's Art and Architecture of German Settlement in Missouri15 whose work gives the most complete record of material culture artifacts in a nineteenth-century German American enclave, and in whose work close connections to Indiana examples can be found.
	More recently, Kathleen Conzen's work about German Catholic culture in Stearns County, Minnesota, brings a political dimension to her analysis which enriches our understanding of pioneer life in an ethnically and religiously 'different' settlement.16 In this sense, her work is similar in emphasis to that of Elaine Bjorklund, whose writing about a Dutch Reformed settlement in Michigan focused on the community's struggle to retain power
________
11 Gilbert J. Jordan, Yesterday in the Texas Hill Country. (College Station, Texas A & M University Press, 1979).
12 Gilbert J. Jordan, German Texans: A Bilinguial Collection of Traditional Materials. (Barnet, Texas: Eakin Press, 1980), 59-74.
13 Gilbert Jordan concentrated on the traditional way of life of his own boyhood in Mason, Texas, with particular emphasis on his Protestant heritage, including German hymns and tombstone epitaphs in his collecting. Terry Jordan's interest is in farming practices and material culture, including folk houses and graveyards.
14 Russel Gerlach, Immigrants in the Ozarks: A Study in Ethnic Geography. ( Columbia and London: University of Missouri Press, 1976.) 
15 Charles van Ravenswaay, Art and Architecture of German Settlement in Missouri: A Survey of A Vanishing Culture. (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1977.
16 Kathleen Conzen, "Making Their Own America: Assimilation Theory and the German Peasant Pioneer", German Historical Institute, Annual Lecture Series #3 (New York: Berg Publishers, 1990).
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over their own affairs.17 Conzen's work in Steams County, Minnesota has recently been joined by Fred Peterson's new book, Building Community, Keeping the Faith : German Catholic Vernacular Architecture in a Rural Minnesota Parish18, which documents the rich brick building traditions of
German Lutherans and Catholics in Meier's Grove, Stearns County, Minnesota.
	Small-region studies of nineteenth-century ethnic settlements with strong religious solidarity have been few in Indiana. Elfrieda Lung's 1944 Master's thesis on DuBois County, where German Catholic culture is similar to that in my own study area, remains the most comprehensive record of traditions there.19 Warren Roberts took his Folklore students to DuBois County to measure early log buildings, and his own work includes some publications on houses in DuBois County.20
	The contribution which I hope to make is to document more fully the ways in which religious affiliation has shaped this rural midwestern landscape, the northernmost extension of the Upland South. Specifically, I intend to offer examples and analysis of rural Catholic parish villages, a settlement type rare in Indiana but more common throughout the midwestern 'German Triangle' and perhaps beyond. And within the parish village, I will offer evidence that the parish churches of this small region are
17 Elaine M. Bjorklund, "Ideology and Culture Exemplified in Southwestern Michigan," Annals, June 1964.
18 Fred Peterson, Building Community, Keeping the Faith: German Catholic Vernacular Architecture in a Rural Minnesota Parish (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1998).
19 Elfrieda Lang, "German Immigration to DuBois County, Indiana" (M. A. Thesis, Indiana University, 1944).
20 Warren Roberts, "Field Work in DuBois County, Indiana: A Project of the Folklore Institute, Indiana University." Echoes of History 6:1 (January1976), 12-14. Also, "The Greentree Hotel: A Problem in the Study of Ethnic Architecture." Pioneer America 15:3 (September, 1983),105-121.
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variations of a folk art type, based on a prescribed assembly of geometric solids but given individual identity through the craftsmanship of skilled masons.
Introduction to the Study Area
	As I mentioned in the opening lines of this prologue, I first became interested in St. Peter, the parish village at the core of this study, when my husband and I moved there in 1988. The first characteristic of the community which intrigued me was the generosity and cooperative nature of the people I met. When they saw I was a gardener, boxes of 'starts' would appear on my porch. Neighbors would send their children over to help me weed, and then refuse to let me pay them. Whenever I gave plants or produce away, I would get something similar in return.
	There also seemed to be little separation between my garden and theirs. In strawberry season, certain neighbors were regular visitors to the patch, and if our tomatoes were early one year, a faithful nephew, now seventy, might stop by to ask for a bagful to take to the nursing home. Having heard all my life about the mutually supportive way of life in some farming communities, I thought that I was the lucky participant in a cooperative culture based on past economic necessity, and, in part, this was true.
	But, over time, I began to notice the extraordinary role that the little parish church played in the community-the church is its central meeting place, its hotline, its means of organizing, assisting the needy, and recording people's votes for President--in 1999, 55% voted for Dole/ Kemp, 36% for Clinton/Gore, and 7.8% for Perot/Campbell.21 Over two-thirds of registered voters turned out to vote. I noticed how many people helped out in
__________________
21 Franklin County Democrat; Brookville, Indiana, November 6, 1996,1.
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operations of the church: women cleaned, made flower arrangements for the altars, and belonged to parish societies; men were constantly building or repairing structures and re-landscaping grounds; the youth group opened a recycling center and built a large masonry shrine to the Blessed Mother with their profits. At the yearly parish picnic on Labor Day, nearly every family has several members working, young and old. Soon, the children who used to help me weed were getting married, and I began to visit more parish villages.Their beauty and variety, their placement in the landscape, their central place in the hearts and minds of the people were striking to this jaded suburban Protestant. How does a place come to be this way, I asked?
	This study examines sixteen parish villages, nearly all rural, all founded as parish villages between the 1820's and 1880's. I eliminated parishes in towns, those which were not founded as parish villages, or for which the parish was not the center of the village. I continued to include examples until I reached either a large space with no parish villages or a parish village which did not fit the type. Once the study was nearly complete, I re-visited the parish villages which I had eliminated. Although their histories, their different settings and economies, and the extent to which they are the focus of the community life deviate considerable from the parish villages in the study, all of the excluded parish villages do conform to type.
	The study area straddles parts of four counties in southeastern Indiana: Franklin, Dearborn, Ripley, and Decatur. Franklin County, the easternmost, touches the Ohio line on the east, and is less than forty miles from Cincinnati. Decatur County is farthest west, and the study area only extends about halfway into it. The southernmost parts of the study area are less than thirty miles from the Ohio River and the state of Kentucky just beyond.
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The sixteen parish villages are shown on the map which follows, as well as the three 'town' parishes which fit the type.22 It is evident that many
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______________________
22 Note that Cedar Grove was founded early by non-Catholics and did become a sizeable town for a period of time, primarily due to canal banding and canal
trade. The parish wets founded fairly early but was not the focus of the village. On the basis of these facts, I did not include Cedar Grove in the study. On
revisiting Cedar Grove, however, I realize to what an extent it has shrunk back to village size; of all the excluded parishes, Cedar Grove's setting is most like those in the study. Although parish buildings are much more recent, they do fit the type.
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of these announce their Catholic connection by taking the same saint's name as their church. Others announce their ethnicity by taking European place names. The sixteen parish villages are listed below by village name, with the church's name, if different, in parentheses.

St. Leon (St. Joseph)
St. Peter
Dover (St. John the Baptist)
New Alsace (St. Paul)
Yorkville (St. Martin)
St. Mary ('s)
Oak Forest (St. Cecilia)
Morris (St. Anthony)
St. Nicholas
St. Pius
Oldenburg (Holy Family)
Hamburg (St. Anne)
Enochsburg (St. John the Evangelist)
Napoleon (St. Maurice)
St. Maurice
Millhousen (St. Charles)
The three 'town' parishes which also fit the type are listed also by town name, with church name in parentheses.
Brookville (St. Michael)
Cedar Grove (Holy Guardian Angels) 
Batesville (St. Louis)
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